DATA ANALYTICS FOR DECISION MAKING

Course Overview
In this course you will learn the skill of how to tell a story with data. World Economic Forum
forecasts that data analysts will be in demand due to increase in data collection and usage.
According to the Economist, the organizations view data analysis as one of the most crucial future
specialties due to the value that can be derived from data. Data is considered to be the new oil of
the digital age & one of the most valuable resources for an organization, thus protecting and
analyzing data is becoming extremely important. Further, Data is more abundant and accessible
than ever in today’s business environment. In fact, according to Forbes, 2.5 quintillion bytes of
data are created each day. With an ever-increasing skill gap in data analytics, the value of data
analysts is continuing to grow, creating new jobs and career advancement opportunities.
The fact that professionals who enter the Data Science and Analytics field will have their
pick of jobs and enjoy lucrative salaries. According to an IBM report, data and analytics jobs are
predicted to increase by 15 percent to 2.72 million jobs by 2020, with the most significant demand
for data analysts is in finance, insurance & information technology.
This Course is designed to teach data analysis and business intelligence in a hands-on
manner and prepare the participants for a career in this field. The course will provide instruction
and hands-on training for students to feel confident and to begin work in the industry as a Business
Intelligence Analyst or a Data Analyst.
A Data Analyst profile can be associated with mining, extraction, transformation,
cleansing, modeling and loading of data according to business requirements. Data Analysis
requires good analytical skills as you grow into this profession. Secondly, Data Analyst will
demonstrate quick learning ability as your work adds a lot of value to the organization. For those
with an analytical mind, this is the place to be. There is limited talent available in the industry for
this work and the scope is growing fast. Every industry wants Business Intelligence in order to
make smarter decisions.

Learning Outcomes:
The program will provide instruction and hands-on training for the participants to feel confident to
start working in the industry. At the end of this program participants will learn to understand the
following:

1. Learn data life cycle
2. Learn how to use SQL clients.

3. Learn databases and data-warehousing.
4. Learn data manipulation definition & data definition language (DDL)
5. Learn how to manipulate data using SQL.
6. Learn SQL aggregate functions, case statement, sub queries, CTE’s & derived tables
7. Learn how to optimize your query performance.
8. Learn how to deal with ‘Big Data’ problem
9. Learn how to clean and optimize data for reporting.
10. Learn normalization & data warehouse design concept such as star schema, snowflake
and data vaults.
11. Learn how to how to tell a story with data using Tableau / SQL Server Reporting Service
/ Microsoft Power BI
12. Learn problem solving, data visualization and reporting skills with Power BI 13. Learn how
to create parameterized report, drill through and summary reports.
14. Learn how to use DAX/MDX to manipulate data & create calculated columns and
measures
15. Learn how to share and publish reports using a business intelligence server

Course Content:


















Introduction and understanding of databases and the world of data
Database structure and basic SQL select statement
Sorting data, dealing with missing values & comparison operators
Single row and aggregate functions in SQL
SQL set operators, sub queries and derived tables
Joins and connecting tables using SQL
Data definition language (DDL)
Why normalization and relational database structure
Introduction to Power BI and connecting data sources
Data storytelling and data transformation using Power BI Class
Power BI drill down, hierarchies and filters
Power BI calculated column, measure and DAX
Power BI publishing and sharing report
Understanding Big Data, data warehousing and data lakes
Master data management, data cleansing and ETL
Class Project or Exam

Note: After completing this course you should be able to sit for the following Certification Examinations - Analyzing and Visualizing
Data with Microsoft Power BI (Exam 70 - 778)

